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The Scenario
The party takes a job that takes them
to the warm northern climes of the
continent. A village has reached out for
help to clear the monsters from the local
Sun Temple. The optional task given is
gathering information on the location
for the guild so they can better prepare
future teams for jobs there.
Your guild's hall rumbles with
adventurers returning from and
heading out on jobs. The guild is
healthy, and you can feel it in the air.
You stand before the looming job
board, and as normal, the Copper and
Bronze levels have the most requests
pinned up. One catches your eye,
combining a new location with a high
payout. The beastfolk of Sogboh
Village in the distant Tagoh Forest
have requested help in clearing the
monsters from their Sun Temple so
they can restore it for the coming
festival. The village's hunters are away
and the monsters appeared without
warning, so they called for assistance.
This job offers a reward of 500 gp.
As an extra task, guild's Guide Master
also offers you an additional 100 gp for
details about the location, and samples
of the plant and animal life so they can
build a folio on the area for future jobs.

The Adventure Flow
This adventure follows a linear pattern. Its phases are: Travel, Encounter, Development &
Exploration, Encounter, and Boss. It is a one-shot adventure that expands the world and
adds a new player species, the Rwana.
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Arrival
Having completed your preparations, the Way Master of your guild meets you in at the
guild's tsanda-stone, bidding you all step onto its broad disc or graven quartz. The Way
Master ensures you have your return talisman, then bid you good luck and wish they
were still young enough to go off on jobs to places unheard from for ages. On the
quartzite disc, you watch their old hands deftly arrange the coordinate runes and trace
the arcane conduit that activates the ancient device. You taste light, your bodies feel a
photonic hum momentarily, and a rush of warm fresh air washes over you.
The Tagoh Forest surrounds you, rising high above your heads. You can glimpse the
bright blue sky through the breaks in the canopy. The trees are thick, sturdy, and have
the bulk of their branches on the top quarter of their trunks, some 30m into the air
above your heads. The air is warm, clean, and smells pleasant with a hint of wood-fire
smoke from the north. Insects buzz and birds sing, filling the surrounding woods with
the sounds of life. To your surprise, the tsanda-stone has a surrounding ring of carved
quartz standing stones, which are heavily overgrown. Your return talisman glows a
faint blue, alerting you that the protective magics over this ring are still active, meaning
you can rest here without fear of attack from most creatures. A seldom used path leads
to the east, away from where you are.
Finding a tsanda-stone ring is uncommon and finding one with a functioning ring more so.
Damage obscures the location information. If the players want to determine where they
are, they must wait till nightfall when they can climb on the tall, sturdy trees around the
ring to examine the stars. Doing so, they discover they are far to the north of their Guild's
cooler southern homeland, bordering near the Northern Savannah.

TSANDA-STONE RING

The tsanda-stones were a complex system of teleportation portals used by the ancients
before they recast the world in the Great War. They added protective rings in places that
were remote and known to be hazardous. When their magic functions, it creates a zone
where violent or hostile external forces cannot enter easily, and this activates when a return
talisman is inside the ring. Only intelligent creatures can attempt to break in by passing a
Save vs Magic Wands with a penalty of -5 to their roll. On forcing their way into the circle,
they suffer a -2 penalty to all rolls, and must make a Save vs Magic Wands at -5 every other
round or flee at top movement. People or monsters attempting to attack into the ring from a
distance see those attacks stopped by a magical field created by the glyph graven quartz
standing stones. The entire area feels safe.

Tagoh Forest
The trail leading to the east descends to follow beside a river. The river is dark with
abundant growth along its banks; beautiful flowers and broadleaf plants soaking up the
direct sunlight denied them beneath the canopy of Tagoh Forest. Moving along, the
smell of wood-smoke becomes stronger, and it becomes apparent that the village is
probably a few kilometres up the path.
Approaching a bend in the river, you see its flows slowing. The hairs on the back of
your neck stand up, and you feel like something dangerous is around... somewhere.
Cresting a low rise, you see the path partially merges with a small beach. Two enormous
crocodiles are sunning themselves there.
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CROCODILE ENCOUNTER
2 Crocodiles AC 15/HD 2/1 Bite 1d8/Mv 10m (4m) Land/Swim/Sv F2/Ml 7/XP 75 each
Croc 1 HP: 10

□□□□□ □□□□□

Croc 2 HP: 13

□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□

Remember to roll Morale in the first round of the encounter, and when the Crocodiles
reach half their HP. A failed check means they immediately flee. If they flee in the first
round before being hit by the player characters, the party only gets 10 XP for each
fleeing crocodile. If the crocodiles flee after losing half their HP, the party gets the full
XP amount. They have no treasure, but they have meat, hides, bones, and teeth the
characters can harvest if desired.

Sogboh Village
The path becomes well-trod and better kept as you follow it north. You even see
ancient Imperial way markers and paving blocks as you approach Sogboh Village. The
village is protected, its main defensive feature coming from the thick Imperial era
colony fortification wall. Visible through the gate, you see buildings made by combining
old Imperial foundations and surviving structures with new materials. The mix of
ancient quartzite and modern materials blends well to create a unique appearance for
the buildings. The villagers have painted the buildings white, with brightly coloured
patterns as decoration running around the bases of the buildings. The people of the
village are Rwana, a canine beastfolk.
There are a pair of young guards at the gate; they greet the party and offer to call the
elders. They will not let the party in until the elders instruct them to do so. The elders
will arrive within a few minutes of being called, and on seeing the party's guild
credentials welcomes them into the village.
Sogboh village is clean and well kept, but the party will notice there are few villagers
appear ready or capable of combat. The elders, a trio of Rwana with greying fur and ready
smiles, explain to the party that their hunters and the others who normally fight monsters
are away to the north on a trade mission with human villages. As such, they will not be
back in time to clear the monsters out for the festival they plan on holding in at the Sun
Temple. The elders make it clear that the monsters appeared suddenly, and without
warning. Further, the monsters were unfamiliar, and with only defensive capabilities, they
were forced to call for help. They invite the player characters to stay in the village, offering
them a small one-room cabin to stay in. The cabin has a wooden floor, front porch with an
overhang, and an exterior ladder to go onto the roof for cooking and socialization.
The village has these services to offer the player characters:
• A small Equipment Shop, offering leather and hide type armours, and basic steel
weapons like daggers, spears, arrows. The smith can repair arms, armour, and
equipment. The more complex the armour is, the longer it takes. The smith's name is
Daraba, and his children, Rada and Kamba assist him.
• A Healer, Lacan, who offers healing potions, antidotes to various poisons, and has Level
3 Cleric healing magic they can perform.
• The General Store. Mama "Dak" proudly runs the shop with her extended family; she is
a former adventurer and matriarch of the family, and she patterned the shop after the
ones she saw in human lands. Her enormous family is hard at work cooking, creating
textile goods, and crafting useful items, all of which are for sale in the shop. Most
common items will be available here.
• Food and Drink can be purchased from the General Store or traded for with the locals.
Food is primarily meats, fruits, and protein heavy grains they trade for; drinks are
limited to water, fruit juices, and palm wine. The palm wine is a cloudy white, called
Takan, and its strength varies between "delightful sipping liquor" and "burning scorpion
venom". It is one of the village's big exports.
The pattern of life in the village is normal by any standard. Children play and avoid chores,
the elderly tell stories and teach the young, and the smell of food is in the air. Right now,
everyone is preparing for the festival, making decorations, and planning the feast.
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Local Lore
Talking to the locals and exploring the
area immediately around the village can
reveal the following (all useful if the
party wants to earn that extra gold
offered by the Master Guide)
information.

IMPERIAL REMNANTS

- Exploration Lore
The village is built inside the remains of
the citadel wall of a larger Imperial
colony, but not the full colony itself.
Quartzite structures radiate out from the
village, buried under vegetation and
debris. The attack on the settlement in
the distant past appears to have been fast
and ferocious, with evidence of melting
remaining to the modern day. The gylphs
found here are hard to read. Drawing
them or making rubbings is the only
option to gather this information.

STRANGE SPHEROIDS

- Talk Lore
Some villagers report finding a pile of
unfamiliar spheroids while clearing the
forest away from ruins near the Sun
Temple. When they saw them the next
day, some had broken open, leaving
strange wet stains etched into the
quartzite floor. They broke the rest but
found nothing but dust inside. Since
then, they could not investigate further
because of the monsters. They think
there is a connection.

THE SUN TEMPLE
- Talk Lore
The temple is dedicated to the Sun
Dragon God, Itola. It has been in disuse
and disrepair for several generations
after the Rwana were forced to flee from
it by a flight of magma bats that scorched
through the region. The temple and its
annual festivals were once the centre of
life between several villages. Reclaiming
it has been a long-time goal of the village,
considered a cornerstone of the village's
plans to expand back out and retake their
old lands.

FLORA AND FAUNA

-Exploration Lore
The climate in the Tagoh Forest is warmtemperate, bordering on subtropical. The
trees are a mix of hardwood deciduous
and palms. The forest floor is littered
with leaves and broad leaf vegetation,
and creeping vines that can get up to
10cm thick. The animal life is mostly
normal, but monsters appear regularly
enough that walled villages are essential.
Typical monsters encountered are
various giant insects and reptiles, magma
bats, molds, slimes, and deadly plants.

Monsters & Treasure

LEECHBAT
AC: 14 Hit Dice: 1*
No. of Atk.: 1 1d4 bite + 1d4/round blood
drain
Movement: 8m, 24m Flying
No. Appearing: 2d6
Save As: F1
Morale: 10
Treasure Type: None
XP: 37

LEECHBAT DATA

The leechbats are predators of unknown
provenience. They have the bodies of
leeches and a pair of membranous
insectoid wings that hum loudly when in
use. A pair of feelers droops below their
oral orifice, which is filled with a circular
set of teeth. Their dark red bodies secrete
an unpleasant feeling but scent
concealing mucus that drips as they fly.
They are ungainly, primarily working as
an ambush predator. Once they have
bitten, they latch on and drain blood
slowly, but inflicting 1 point of damage
suffices to make them break away.

GHARSLUG
AC: 16 Hit Dice: 4*
No. of Atk.: 1 1d6 bite + 1d6 rasp/round,
electric shock 1d4 + paralysis for 1d4
rounds Save vs Paralysis
Movement: 10m
No. Appearing: 1d6
Save As: F4
Morale: 12
Treasure Type: None
XP: 280

GHARSLUG DATA

These ravenous predators look beautiful,
with long, leaf like fronds rising from
their backs and a pair of "furry"
antennae. They are crystalline looking,
their fronds turning red after they have
eaten. Every round, they will release a
mild electric shock with a range of 6m
around them. They are fast and prefer
their prey to be alive while they eat, but
are not above scavenging. Their mucus
covered hides are remarkably tough.
They regenerate 1d4 HP every other
round and are immune to each other's
electric attacks. Taking any damage will
cause them to cease their rasp attack.

MAGMACUTTER
Sword +1/+3 vs Fire Elemental Beings

After slaying the Gharslugs, a search of
the temple reveals no treasure, save a
blade driven into the petrified body of
a giant bat like creature. The blade
shows no signs of degradation and
pulls clear easily. Its blade is beautiful,
decorated with fire creatures being
slain and fleeing in fear.

Tagoh Forest 2
The route to the Sun Temple takes the party east of the village, across an ancient
bridge. The route is a few kilometres long, but the pace is fast thanks to the clearance
work by the villagers. The path is the remains of a quartzite Imperial road, and ruins
are more heavily interspersed among the trees than near the village. The further you
move away from the village, the sounds in the forest differ from your approach to the
village. The birds and insects are quieter, and the atmosphere feels heavier. The
strange, petrified corpses of bat like creatures poke out from the underbrush, horrifying
even while being overgrown and consumed by the forest. An unpleasant buzzing
emanates from all around you, and you notice desiccated animal corpses by the side of
the trail.

LEECHBAT ENCOUNTER
4 Leechbats AC 14/HD 1*/1 Bite 1d4 + 1d4 blood drain per round/Mv 8m,24m
Flying/Sv F1/Ml 10/XP 37 each
Leechbat 1 HP: 7

□□□□□ □□

Leechbat 2 HP: 5

□□□□□

Leechbat 3 HP: 8

□□□□□ □□□

Leechbat 4 HP: 6

□□□□□ □

Remember to roll Morale in the first round of the encounter, and when the Leechbats
reach half their HP. A failed check means they immediately flee. If they flee in the first
round before being hit by the player characters, the party only gets 10 XP for each
fleeing Leechbat. If the Leechbats flee after losing half their HP, the party gets the full
XP amount. They have no treasure, but they can take samples of the creature for the
Guide Master at the guild.

The Sun Temple
The forest remains quiet as the Sun Temple comes in view. The temple and its small
complex, even in disrepair, are beautiful. Bass reliefs are engraved into walls of vitrified
sandstone, with images of the sun and tales of the Sun Dragon God Itola. Gates
representing the procession of the sunrise from the ground, unbothered by time, and
courtyards and alters make for a pleasant layout. The temple's open dome roof remains,
held aloft by four pillars of coloured quartzite representing the elements. The villagers
have partly cleared the complex around the temple, and there are piles of vegetation,
trees, and petrified bat like creatures remain. Like other ruins in the area, there is
evidence of heat damage and melting in places. Wildflowers and vines still cover many
structures, creating a pleasant effect. As the party approaches the Sun Pool in the centre
of the temple, two giant crystalline slug like creatures emerge to attack, their antennae
and many back fronds vibrating with hungry excitement.
The creatures that emerge are Gharslugs, deadly predators that have made the Sun
Temple their lair. They are fearless, hungry, and have been moving to attack the party
since then entered the area of the Sun Temple.

GHARSLUG ENCOUNTER
2 Gharslugs AC 16/HD 4*/1 Bite 1d6 + 1d6 rasp per round, electric stun/Mv 10m/Sv
F4/Ml 12/XP 280 each
Leechbat 1 HP: 18

□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□ □□□

Leechbat 2 HP: 23

□□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□ □□□□□ □□□

Remember: Gharslugs have a Morale of 12, and so they do not make Morale checks.
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Rwana

Aftermath
The villagers are ecstatic that the party has cleared the Sun Temple of the monsters,
allowing their preparations for the festival can begin. They will make healing available for
free to the party, and if they found and recovered Magmacutter, the village elders will
identify it and offer it to the players as an extra reward for their services. The entire village
will have a celebrate once the party is up for it, filled with music, food, and probably more
palm wine than is a good idea to drink.
If the characters attempt to complete the additional task of gathering samples and
information about the larger area, the village will allow them to rent the cabin they stayed
in previously for 1gp a night. Likewise, the party will enjoy a mild discount (only 10%) at
the General Store and Equipment Shop. If they want to earn the Guide Master's bonus, they
can collect these:
• Spheroid Fragments: the strange fragments of the spheroids found by the villagers.
There are the ones that "hatched" and the ones that were filled with dust.
• Descriptions and samples of local flora and fauna. Drawings of the wildlife and plants,
collected samples of them, and any information the villagers have about them.
• Monster Bits: there are wandering monsters in the area, and the ones that the party
fought. These are the things that most interest the Guide Master.
• Glyph Strings: whether by art, rubbings, or other means, any Glyphs seen by the party
are a premium to collect, as they can expand the Guild's Glyph library and vocabulary
once deciphered.
Returning to the Guild is a simple matter of travelling back to the tsanda-stone and
activating their talisman. If the party has made friends among the Rwana, they will be told
that the village has more plans to expand and take back more of their old holdings, and the
elders have called on the smaller outlying villages to join. On arrival back at the guild, the
Guide Master eagerly greets them, looking for whatever they brought back. The party must
make a record in their own words for the guild's archives, then they can collect their pay
from the job desk.

Random Encounters

Roll
1
2
3
4

Monster
Pit Viper/1d4/CB p.117
Giant Fly/1d6/CB p.80
Blood Rose/1d6/CB p.61
Giant Pounder Snail/1d6/FG p.69

TABLE 2
Roll
1
2
3
4

The Rwana were, like almost all
beastfolk, raised in the distant past as
warriors for the Great War. Their wild
ancestors are the fierce packs of painted
dogs of the savannah and forests. They
average 150cm to 170cm in height, have
digitigrade legs, and weight up to 90kg.
Their fur keeps the colouration of their
distant ancestors.

RESTRICTIONS (OPTIONAL)

If played using class restrictions, the
Rwana may take the Fighter, Cleric, and
Thief Classes. They may also be the
combination class Fighter/Magic User.

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Bite: 1 Attack, 1d4; a Rwana may opt to
bite in combat as an attack.
Keen Senses: Rwana have excellent
senses of smell and hearing, having
several effects:
• They only have half the penalties for
fighting an invisible foe.
• They reduce chances of being
surprised by 1 on a 1d6.
• Track by Scent: 85%, -10% per hour
since the target passed. GM's must
determine countermeasure modifiers.

SAVING THROWS

If the party goes exploring near either the tsanda-stone ring and Sogboh Village, roll 1d4
on Table 1; if exploring near the Sun Temple, roll 1d4 on Table 2. The random encounter
monster information includes the number appearing, the book it is in and the page
number. CB = Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game's core book, and FG is the Field Guide.

TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION

Monster
Prince Frog/1d4/FG p.58
Terror Bird/1d6/FG p.74
Tentacle Worm/1d3/CB p.120
Giant Tiger Beetle/1d6/CB p.60

Guild Development
This job is simple on the surface, but the Guild Council sees it as an important
development milestone for the player characters. This is because the Guild is actively
looking to expand and grow, and to gather more knowledge about the World Before.
Subah Village is near the furthest north expansion limit the Old Empire reached before its
cataclysmic conflict with the Holy Republic. Communications from that region are few, and
how well the players do is noted by the Guild's leaders.
• If the players completed the job and did not anger the locals, they will be marked for
more important work on a slightly sped up pace.
• If they completed the job well and the Guide Master’s task, they will find themselves
approached more often by higher ranked members of the guild about taking certain jobs
or may even have jobs held specifically for them if not time sensitive.
• If the party botched the job or angered/mistreated the locals, they will find that the jobs
they get offered are basic ones, and they will be made to know their performance
disappointed the Guild Council.
• If they killed the locals or otherwise "poisoned the well" for the future through
criminality, they will face censure and possible banishment from the guild.
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Rwana save +4 vs Poison or Death Ray,
+2 vs Magic Wands or Spells, and +2 vs
Paralysis or Petrify.

CULTURE

Rwana traditionally have a strong
family and group loyalties, forming
strong bonds that are difficult to break.
This led to an ethos of teamwork and
cooperation that allowed them to survive
where others did not. Naturally, they still
suffer squabbles and fights, and their
teamwork orientation does not mean
they lack independent thought, nor will
they blindly follow poor leaders without
question.
In traditional Rwana society, they hold
elders and clerics in the highest regard.
The only people who match them are the
rare Fighter-Magic Users, known as
Aracats. Aracats are the only users of
arcane magic in traditional Rwana
society.
Their clothes are simple, although they
are famous for their hooded cloaks,
which are both practical and beautiful.
They prefer any decorations on their
clothes or homes to be on the lower
parts. Rwana food is spicy and complex,
taking advantage of anything they think
might taste good.
Rwana are active and outgoing in the
world and are becoming a more common
sight now in parts of the south.

Tagoh Forest
Stretching for thousands of square
kilometers, the Tagoh Forest starts on
the slopes of the Jagarat Mountains and
ends at the Northern Savannah. Its
climate ranges from temperate to
subtropical. The forest’s history is
tumultuous, containing many secrets
and peoples. The data here is pertinent
to the region the player characters have
arrived in.

LOCATIONS

The key locations here are:
•
•
•
•
•

Tagoh Forest (Warm Temperate.
Soga River.
Lake Karaba.
Sogboh Village.
The Sun Temple.

CHALLENGE CATEGORIZATION

The Tagoh Forest here is suitable and
challenging for:
• Copper Level (1 to 3).
• Bronze Level (4 to 6).
Hirer ranked adventurers will probably
find little to challenge them in this part of
the Tagoh Wood. The Lake Karaba
Region to the northeast is suitable for
higher-level adventurers and is covered
elsewhere.

TAGOH FOREST DATA

Average Daily Temperature: 15 to 30C.
Average Nightly Temperature: 8 to 18C.
Seasons: Winter, Rainy, Summer, Rainy.
• Winter and summer are both dry
seasons.
Elevation: ~150m above sea level.
Topography Level: Mild.
• The terrain is flat or rolling, without
large hills, mountains, or cliffs. The
most notable features are where
flooding has cut the land.
Vegetation Coverage: Moderate.
• The trees are widely spaced, and the
undergrowth is reasonable to move
through.
• The forest has a double canopy.

Tagoh Forest History
In the ancient past, the Tagoh Forest was the northern most extent that the Empire
reached, where they established colonies of significant size. The forest's palms and
hardwood earmarked it for natural resource extraction. In the Great War's aftermath,
nearly every Imperial citizen was dead or had fled south. The remaining humans and
bands of military beastfolk became the primary occupants of the area. They built villages,
communities, and were verging on forming a larger political entity when disaster struck.
Humans exploring an old mine activated a war era bio-magical weapon, unleashing the
terror of magmabats on the region. Eventually defeated and driven to Mount Gaboran,
magmabats remain an intermittent threat. 10 years ago, the villagers of Sogboh
reestablished magical communications with the south, a first for the region.
The monsters of Tagoh Forest are primarily of the beast and insect varieties. Its greatest
threats come from bio-magic weapons left behind by the Imperial and Republican forces
during the Great War. These dangerous creatures have passed into mythology now for
many of the local peoples, leaving them unprepared to fight things they thought the elders
embellished or made up in their stories. Bio-magic weapons are an issue through the
larger region, as it saw heavy fighting during the Great War.

Soga River
The Soga River winds its way through the forest, fed by small streams and Lake Karaba.
During the rainy seasons it is prone to severe flooding, and the landscape shows it. The
river itself is home to crocodiles of all sizes, and several types of eel that can be dangerous.
Its banks are steep, muddy affairs, and beaches are rare. The few beaches it has are often
home to crocodiles. Swimming in the river is rare save by the seldom seen Ufudal people, a
turtle type beastfolk who live in Lake Karaba. Fishing is very much a team activity, with
some fishing, and others acting as guards.

Lake Karaba

This massive lake expands to the northeast and north from where it is the source of the
Soga River. Deep, old, and sometimes dangerous, it is home to the Ufudal people. They live
in a state of perpetual conflict with the Darakki, a lizard type beastfolk people in the far
marshlands of the lake. Rumours persist of sunken treasures, lost ships, and even a sunken
city. In the distant past, it was a resort destination for the Empire, and some of these ruins
remain along its shoreline to this day. It is an active place but may be too dangerous for
low-level adventurers.

Sogboh Village

With a population close to 600, Sogboh village is bursting at its seams and ready to
expand out again. Only its good layout and design has allowed it to cope with such a high
population in such a small area. Its elders, Tamak, Dorom, and Raga, have shepherded the
village to this point. Founded by the survivors of the magmabat attacks, the village has
worked hard to recapture where they were all those years ago. The village is boisterous,
active, clean and well cared for. The villagers are proud of their home, and it shows.

The Sun Temple
Once the hub of the villages in the region, it fell into disrepair and disuse following the
magmabat attacks. Old in the Imperial era, its last use was as a strongpoint in the ultimate
battle against the magmabats. Under the debris and vegetation, the site has weathered the
ages well. When restored, it will be a small sized temple complex, ready to serve the
peoples of the Tagoh Forest again. The temple building itself is beautiful, and the Sun Pool
is reputed to have healing powers when blessed by a Cleric of Itola, the Sun Dragon God.

Ruin Levels: Moderate.
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Open Game License
Designation of Open Game Content: The entire text of The Tagoh Sun Temple (except the
Open Game License, as explained below) is Open Game Content, released under the Open
Game License, Version 1.0a (reproduced below) as described in Section 1(d) of the License.
Artwork incorporated in this document is not Open Game Content, and remains the property
of the copyright holder.
Designation of Product Identity: Product identity is not Open Game Content. The following is
designated as product identity pursuant to OGL v1.0a(1)(e) and (7): (A) product and product
line names, including Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game; (B) all artwork, logos, symbols,
graphic designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic,
photographic and other visual representations, including the "eye" logo, which is the
personal trademark of Chris Gonnerman for his various products; (C) logos and trademarks,
including any trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as product identity by the
owner of the product identity, and which specifically excludes the open game content.
More information on the Open Game License can be found at:

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this
License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You
are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the
copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you
Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an
indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction
with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another,
independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game
Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which
portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

The terms of the Open Game License Version 1.0a are as follows:

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of
this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and
distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards
of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open
Game Content You Distribute.

1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have
contributed Open Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted material
including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages),
potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation,
abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted;
(c) "Distribute" means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display,
transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the game mechanic and
includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does
not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work
covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but
specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product and product line
names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters;
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols,
designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic
and other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells,
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places,
locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects,
logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly
identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto,
designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated
products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or
"Using" means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create
Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means the licensee in terms of
this agreement.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content
using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor
to do so.
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2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice
indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License.
You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added
to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or
conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the
terms of this License.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or
governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms
herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision
shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors
Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins, David Noonan, Rich
Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid, James Wyatt, based on original
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Castles & Crusades: Players Handbook, Copyright 2004, Troll Lord Games; Authors Davis
Chenault and Mac Golden.
Castles & Crusades: Monsters Product Support, Copyright 2005, Troll Lord Games.
Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game Copyright © 2006-2016 Chris Gonnerman.
The Tagoh Sun Temple, GBDW Games, and POCGamer Copyright © 2021 Graeme Barber.

END OF LICENSE

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the
exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open
Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You
have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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